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the proposed blockchain-based PHR system can response within 4 min for 60,000 accesses each day. The performance results
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1. INTRODUCTION
The privacy and trust of Personal Health Record (PHR) system
[1,2] are improved by applying the blockchain technology, in our
prior works [3]. The issues that affect the use of blockchain in the
PHR development were introduced and addressed with an existing private blockchain and cryptographic mechanisms in our prior
work [4]. However, the usability evaluation is still lacking in our
previous work [4]. Only the achievement of the privacy and the
security as well as the effectiveness of the proposed blockchainbased PHR system was shown. Since, the performance is a concern for the use of blockchain for the PHR development, the
usability of the proposed blockchain-based PHR system must be
addressed. For that reason, the performance analysis is conducted
in this work.
As a result, an architectural model will be used for predicting the
performance properties [5]. Thus, a model-driven approach for
predicting the performance of the blockchain-based PHR system is
constructed. This article extends our prior work [4] by evaluating
the proposed blockchain-based PHR system on various number
of users and various PHR data sizes under a real world scenario.
An architectural model is proposed to analyze the performance of
the proposed blockchain-based PHR system, with the key aspect of
ensuring the usability in practice.
Corresponding author. Email: vsangsur@coe.psu.ac.th
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To characterize the key components of our prior blockchain-based
PHR system, a prototype system is firstly implemented and the execution time of each component is extracted. Then, an architectural
model is proposed by using the execution times extracted from the
prototype system for each associated component. In developing the
architectural model, Palladio workbench [6] which is an architectural modelling tool is used. Generally, low performance is mainly
the effect of inappropriate architectures rather than that of weak
implementation [7]. Thus, the aim of this work is to evaluate our
proposed blockchain-based PHR system in its early lifecycle stage.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, some related
works and the outline for our blockchain-based PHR system which
is proposed in prior work [3,4], are presented. Section 3 discusses
how the required parameters for an architectural model simulation
are benchmarked. The Palladio Component Model [6] for analyzing the performance of our proposed blockchain-based personal
health record systems is also described. The results of the prototype implementation and the system-level analysis from the model
are evaluated and discussed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
Personal health record and other digital health record systems
have the potential to improve health outcomes, support care
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coordination, and improve communication [8]. Whereas these digital health record systems have the potential for better health care,
their security issues must be concerned [9]. Blockchain technology [10] presents numerous opportunities for development of such
digital health record systems. Many researches used cryptographic
techniques and blockchain for privacy and security of digital health
record systems. Majority of existing research in health record field
used attribute-based encryption scheme and the semi-trusted servers to store the health related data in privacy preserving manner
[11–19]. These researchers tried to create the access control by
directly encrypting the real health data. As a consequence, the performance might be a concern in reality because the attribute-based
encryption could cause a growing computational cost linearly with
the number of unrevoked users. In Azaria et al. [20], linn and Koo
[21] and Ivan [22], the blockchain-based data sharing systems were
suggested by adding the blockchain based access control layer to
existing databases of the providers. However, only the idea was proposed and the usability of the system was proved from the security
point of view. Wang and Song [23] used attribute-based encryption
to encrypt the EHR data for a fine-grained access control and the
identity-based signing is used for implementing the digital signatures. They also used blockchain technology to ensure a tamper
resistant property for medical data and traceability. A demonstrating application was shown for a medical insurance scene. Again
Li et al. [24] tried to break the medical data into pieces and stored
on multiple blocks. Li et al. [24] evaluated the processing time for
different sizes of data. Roehrs et al. [25] tried to collect the EHR
data into PHR system by using a blockchain idea to support the
interoperability. And then, the performance of the model proposed
in Roehrs et al. [25] was evaluated in Roehrs et al. [26]. The authors
proposed a prototype system and tested with the some data.

retrieving the PHR data). The detailed workflows of these two
operations are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The execution times of the components that support these two operations
will be analyzed in this work.

In our previous works [3,4] the blockchain based PHR system was
proposed and the achievement of our proposed system was also
demonstrated from the security point of view. Thus, in this work,
the architectural model will be used for analyzing our previously
proposed blockchain-based PHR system. The Palladio workbench
[6] is used as a modelling tool for our architectural model. Moreover,
Palladio workbench supports a “UML-like” interface for model construction. Palladio workbench is flexible for extensions such as an
architectural optimization [27] and the new qualities [28]. The accuracy of performance models of traditional cloud and database based
systems has been previously studied in de Gooijer et al. [27] and
Brunnert et al. [29]. Brunnert et al. [5] suggested that the performance analysis can be performed with analytical solvers or simulation engines. Thus, the simulation engine will be used in this work.

• Stores the meta-data on the private blockchain.

According to the design shown in Figure 1, there exist five elements
in the proposed blockchain-based PHR system including the PHRowner client, the user client, the gateway server, the cloud storage
server and the blockchain server. However, there are only four elements when a storing operation is performed. The four elements
include the PHR owner client, the gateway server, the cloud storage
server and the blockchain server, as shown in Figure 2. To store the
PHR data, the PHR owner client performs the following processes:
• Calculate the hash code of PHR data.
• Encrypts the PHR data with the owner public key.
• Creates the digital signature.
• Creates the re-encryption keys for permitted users.
• Sends the resulted data elements to the gateway server.
Thus, hashing time, encryption time, re-encrypt key generation
time, signing time and data sending time in PHR owner client must
be analyzed for the storing operation. The gateway server performs
the following processes:
• Verifies the signature of the PHR owner.
• Stores the encrypted data on the cloud storage.
• Stores the data id, link and access list locally.
• Creates the server signature.

Thus, the owner signature verifying time, the data uploading time,
the local data storing time, the server signing time and the blockchain accessing time of the gateway server must be evaluated for a
storing operation.
For the retrieving operation, the user client, the gateway server,
the cloud storage server and the blockchain server are interactively
working together as shown in Figure 3. To retrieve the PHR data,
the user client performs the following processes:
• Searches the PHR data via the blockchain.
• Verifies the owner signature.
• Verifies the server signature.

2.1. Blockchain-based PHR System
To support the development of the architectural model, a prototype
system is implemented according to our prior blockchain-based
PHR system [4]. Thus, the previously proposed blockchain-based
PHR system is presented in this section. The system design of
the previously proposed blockchain-based PHR system is shown
in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the primary use case of the system is that the
PHR owner can share their PHR data with others. Thus, the PHR
system allows the PHR owner to upload the PHR data. In addition,
the users can also download the PHR data. As a result, the system
design includes two main operations (storing the PHR data and

• Creates the digital signature.
• Send the request to the gateway server.
• Decrypt the received PHR data.
Thus, the time for searching the PHR data on the blockchain, the
owner signature verifying time, the server signature verifying time,
the user signing time, the request sending time and the decryption
time of the user client must be evaluated. The gateway server performs the following processes:
• Verify the signature of the user.
• Stores the request log on the blockchain.
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Figure 1 | The system design of blockchain-based PHR system.
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Figure 2 | Workflow for storing a PHR.

Figure 3 | Workflow for retrieving a PHR.
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• Retrieves the encrypted data from the cloud storage.
• Re-encrypts the PHR data.
Thus, the user signature verifying time, the time for saving the log
data on the blockchain, the data downloading time and the reencryption time must be evaluated.

3. METHODOLOGY
The blockchain-based PHR system prototype, proposed in our previous work [4], is firstly constructed. Then the architectural model
of the system is then constructed for analyzing the performance.

3.1. Benchmarking the Processing
Time of Components
The most important key parameter for our architectural model is
the execution time of each component of the model. To evaluate the
execution time, a prototype version of our proposed blockchainbased PHR system is constructed. The prototype system is developed by creating five virtual machines on VMware vSphere 6
Hypervisor. The host machine is with IntelR Core TM i7-3770
CPU @ 3.4 GHz processor 32 GB RAM and 4.1 TB HDD. The communications among virtual machines are done by the virtual switch
of ESXi for increasing the network speed and reducing the network
latency. The prototype of the PHR owner client, the user client, the
gateway server, the cloud storage server and the blockchain server
are implemented on each of the five virtual machines.
The Proxy Re-encryption Scheme (PRES) which is an asymmetric crypto system that enables its users to share their decryption
capabilities to others [30] is implemented using the AFGH algorithm [31] and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [32]. Under
the PRES, the data is encrypted with a symmetric cipher AES
and the symmetric key is also encrypted to control the access. So,
the ciphertext is the combination of the encrypted data and the
encrypted symmetric key. The AFGH algorithm is performed on
the symmetric key for the encryption and decryption processes.
The Hyperledger blockchain network is created in Docker environment [33] with node.js [34]. The blockchain network simply contains the end-user node, the orderer node and the two peer nodes.
The Hyperledger fabric 1.0 version is used and the dummy consensus is used to reduce the cost.

3.2. Synthetic PHR Workloads
The synthetic PHR data of several data sizes are used for benchmarking in this work because the real PHR date is difficult to achieve.
Variety of the PHR related data sources are studied to generate the
synthetic PHR data. There is no standard for the PHR workloads.
A synthetic PHR data which can mimic the real PHR data are
proposed for evaluating their works in Tang et al. [1]. Most PHR
data are in the form of a document file such as Continuity of Care
Document (CCD) file, continuity of care record file, and a document file type. In addition, the PHR data can exist in a form of
a media file such as an image file (Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), X-ray or electrocardiogram (ECG) image file), an audio file
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(a doctor visit conversation) and a video file (an operation video
or a healthcare instruction video). Various document and media
file sizes and types are collected and used as a synthetic workload in Tang et al. [1], Sobhy et al. [35] and Wangthammang and
Vasupongayya [36]. Their workloads include an MRI file (a 20 KB
jpeg file) which is collected from Lijun et al. [37], a CCD file (a 27 KB
xml file) which is collected from Li et al. [38], a patient information
file (a 30 KB xlsx file) which is created as a representative of several
PHR data types, a heartbeat sound file (a 154 KB ogg file) which
is collected from Bahga and Madisetti [39], an ECG picture file
(a 393 KB jpg file) which is collected from Li et al. [40], a patient
information file (a 431 KB docx file) which is created as a representative of several PHR data type, the CCD files (a 617 KB xml file and
a 679 KB pdf file) which is collected from Dong et al. [41], an X-ray
file (a 4 MB png file) which is collected from Bahga and Madisetti
[39], an audio file (a 8 65 MB mp3 file) which is created as a representative of a voice conversation file and a video file (a 27 MB mp4
file) which is collected form YouTube [42]. The PHR template which
is created as a plaintext file supported by VA Personal Health Record
Sample Data - Data.gov [43] is 169 KB in size. Majority of the medical video clips provided by MedCram [44] are <30 MB in size.
According to the result of our study, most of the largest files in
PHR workloads are video files. The video clip which is encoded
in MP4 format with the length of 19:52, frame resolution of
1280 × 720 pixels, the frame rate of 29 frames per second, two
stereo audio channels and the bit rate of 183 KB per second is 26.6
MB in size. Thus, we use 128 KB synthetic data as the smallest size
and increase the size by multiplying by 4 in order to create our
synthetic PHR data up to 128 MB to cover each size of the PHR
data. Moreover, there are many free applications and open-source
projects which can split or merge video files such as MP4Tools
[45], Machete Video Editor [46], Format Factory [47], Avidemux
[48] and Free maker Video Converter [49]. As a result, in our synthetic PHR workload, the PHR data files are created in sizes of 128,
512 KB, 2, 8, 32 and 128 MB.

3.3. Constructing the Palladio Component
Model for Performance Analysis
To simulate an architectural model in the Palladio bench, the following sub-models are required.
• Repository Model which specifies a set of components that can
later be deployed within the system.
• System Model which is a concrete component-based software
system, created by using the available components in the component repositories (Repository Model).
• Environment Model which specifies the CPUs, the hard disk
drives, the networks, and the resources for each server or node
in the running environment.
• Allocation Model which allocates the components assembled
within the system to the resource environment.
• Usage Model which specifies the behaviors of the users.
To simulate the proposed blockchain-based PHR system, the components that will execute the corresponding process are created in
the repository model of the Palladio Component Model (PCM).
The resulted execution times from the experiment of the prototype
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Table 1 | The core processes of the proposed solution
No.

Process

Execution

1
2

Sign verify
Data upload

3
4
5
6

Locally store
Sign
Blockchain access
Re-encrypt

7

Data download

0.1
DoublePDF
[(157.4;1/6)
(221.6;1/6)
(273.6;1/6)
(457.5;1/6)
(654.2;1/6)
(2150.87;1/6)]
38.4
1.6
3398.4
DoublePDF [(30.6;1/6)
(31.5;1/6) (34.3;1/6)
(58.8;1/6) (79.7;1/6)
(58.8;1/6) (79.7;1/6)]
DoublePDF [(38.0;1/6)
(78.3;1/6)(152.3;1/6)
(214.8;1/6)
(469.3;1/6)
(1093.034;1/6)]

system are configured into the corresponding components of the
model. However, the architecture of our proposed solution contains five elements. The PHR owner and the user access the PHR
system via their own clients. When the number of users increases,
the number of clients will also increase accordingly. The owner
client and the user client are not included in the architecture model.
The gateway server, the cloud storage server and the blockchain
server are modelled. The core processes and their execution times
in the PCM are shown in Table 1. The detail of these values will be
discussed in Section 4.

3.3.1. Constructing the repository model
The proposed PCM repository model contains the components and interfaces that are required to construct our proposed
blockchain-based PHR system in real world, as shown in Figure 4.
Each component needs to be specified with the Service Effect
Specification (SEFF). SEFF is an abstraction of the component
behavior embedded in the component model. SEFFs refer to the
method signatures and the parameters that are declared in the

Figure 4 | PCM repository model diagram.
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interfaces. The control flow between calls to each required service, the parametric dependencies, and the resource usage must be
added. Resource requirement such as execution times can be configured in the SEFF. Thus, the execution times shown in Table 1 are
added to the corresponding SEFF of each component in our repository model to reflect the components of our prototype system.

3.3.2. Constructing the system model
The system model characterizes the component assembly
of our proposed blockchain-based PHR system. The system
model supports the inter-component structure of our proposed
blockchain-based PHR system by assembling the components
which are defined in our PCM repository model. The system
model can be used for estimating the performance of our proposed
blockchain-based PHR system for different scenarios. However, in
this work, the system model is specified only as shown in Figure 5
because, the design alternative is not addressed in this work.

3.3.3. Constructing the execution
environment model
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the network is defined with latency 0.3493513513514 and throughput as 1000 × 1000. The latency is defined by testing the communication between two virtual machines in our test-bed with ping test
and used the average value.

3.3.4. Constructing the component
allocation model
The component allocation model describes how the components
of our proposed blockchain-based PHR system are deployed on
the hardware nodes. It defines which component is executed on
which part of the execution environment. The real encrypted PHR
storage and the blockchain component are allocated on individual
machines, i.e., the cloud storage server and the blockchain server,
and all other components are allocated on the gateway server as
shown in Figure 7.
In the future work, the machine in the environment model can
be added and the allocation model can be changed for any design
alternative.

3.3.5. Constructing the usage model

The execution environment model defines the hardware nodes and
the network in the running environment of our proposed blockchain-based PHR system. For the resource environment model, the
gateway server, the cloud storage server and the blockchain server
are constructed to mimic the test-bed as shown in Figure 6.
In this work, the performance of the proposed blockchain-based
PHR system is analysed using the CPU that is defined with the
parameter for processing rate 1000 × 1000 cycles per second and

The usage model defines how the users interact with our proposed
blockchain-based PHR system. In our architectural model, the
workload is an open workload that is specified by the inter-arrival
times of requests. Thus, the large numbers of users can be specified
with the arrival rate by assuming the arrival time by each distribution. The primary use case of our proposed blockchain-based
PHR system is that the PHR owners can share their PHR data with
others. Thus, the proposed blockchain-based PHR system allows

Figure 5 | PCM system model diagram.
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Figure 6 | PCM execution environment model diagram.

Figure 7 | PCM component allocation model diagram.
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the registered PHR owners to upload their PHR files. In addition,
the registered users can also download the PHR files according to
their permissions. Thus, the scenario for our architectural model is
constructed based on the workflows shown in Figures 2 and 3. The
usage model diagram is shown in Figure 8.

architectural model with a real world use case shows the usability of
the proposed blockchain-based PHR system.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To store the PHR data in the proposed blockchain-based PHR
system, the PHR owner client and the gateway server operate on the
store operation. The average execution time of each sub-processes
of the two elements are shown in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

The results of the prototype system and the result of simulating
the architectural model are discussion in this section. The result of
the prototype system reflects not only the execution time of each
component in our proposed blockchain-based PHR system, but
also reflects the execution time of the whole system with a single
user. The time required for a store operation and a retrieve operation is calculated on the synthetic PHR workload consisting of 128,
512 KB, 2, 8, 32 and 128 MB in size. Then, the evaluation of the

4.1. The Results of Running the
Prototype System

Table 2 presents the detailed execution times of the PHR owner
client. The PHR owner client performs five processes including
hashing, encrypting, re-encryption keys generating, signing and
sending the data to the gateway server in order to storing the PHR
data. According to Table 2, the execution time of the three processes
including hashing, encrypting and data sending, depend on the
size of the PHR data while the execution time of the re-encryption
key generating and the signing processes remain the same. Thus,
the execution time for the three processes (i.e., hashing, encrypting and data sending) can be defined with the Probability Density
Function (PDF) and the execution time for the remaining two
processes (re-encryption key generating and signing) can be represented as a constant.
The gateway server also performs the five main processes including
signature verifying, data uploading, storing data locally, signing and
storing the log file on the blockchain. As shown in Table 3, the execution time of only one process that is the data uploading, depends
on the size of the PHR data while the execution time of the remaining processes remain nearly constant. To retrieve the PHR data in
the proposed blockchain-based PHR system, the user client and
the gateway server operate on the retrieve operation. The average
Table 2 | The execution time of each component in PHR owner client

Data size
128 KB
512 KB
2 MB
8 MB
32 MB
128 MB

Hash time

Encrypt
time

Re-encrypt
key
generation
time

Sign
time

Data
send
time

10.29
18.24
40.63
65.60
241.80
946.10

91.18
94.01
101.19
142.03
303.79
1828.21

24.16
24.66
26.15
26.88
27.00
27.10

1.16
1.15
1.18
1.16
1.31
1.42

152.73
173.87
268.95
421.67
645.70
2200.36

Table 3 | The execution time of each component in gateway server
for storing process
Data size

Figure 8 | PCM usage model diagram.

128 KB
512 KB
2 MB
8 MB
32 MB
128 MB

Owner
sign verify
time

Data
upload
time

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.07

157.41
221.65
273.65
457.51
654.280
2150.87

Local data Server Blockchain
store time sign time
time
31.57
24.66
38.40
33.82
28.62
38.71

1.24
1.15
1.30
1.49
1.60
1.58

3372.79
173.87
3365.34
3238.70
2935.02
3381.05
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execution time of each sub-processes of the two elements are also
shown in Tables 4 and 5 respectively.
To retrieve the PHR data, the user client performs six main processes including searching on the blockchain, verifying the owner
signature, verifying the server signature, signing, sending the
request to the gateway server and decrypting the resulted PHR data.
According to Table 4, the execution time of the decryption only
depends on the data size. The gateway server will also perform four
main processes including the signature verifying, saving a log file
on the blockchain, data downloading and re-encrypting. The execution time of the two processes including the data downloading and
the and re-encrypting depends on the data size as shown in Table 5.
According to Tables 2–5, the nearest average data (32 MB data) is
used for estimating the average operation time. The time required
for the PHR owner client in a store operation is 1219.606 ms and
the gateway server service time of a store operation is 3619.578 ms.
Thus, the average system operation time for a store operation is
approximately 4839.184 ms or 4.84 s. The time required for the user
client for a retrieve operation is 1191.919 ms and the gateway server
service time for a retrieve operation is 3916.822 ms. As a result, the
system operation time for a retrieve operation is approximately
5108.741 ms or 5.19 s. These results show the average performance
for one user. To estimate a multiple user usage scenario, a PCM model
is constructed using the parameters as discussed in Section 3.3.

4.2. Validating the Architectural Model
The architectural model is simulated with the workload and the
simulation result is compared with the result observed from the prototype system. When executing the prototype, the average response
time for a store operation is 4.84 s while the average response time
Table 4 | The execution time of each component in user client for
retrieving process
Data size
128 KB
512 KB
2 MB
8 MB
32 MB
128 MB

Search on Sign verify
blockchain time (owner,
time
server)
785.69
820.48
751.15
770.61
823.37
796.67

0.07, 0.04
0.07, 0.04
0.07, 0.04
0.07, 0.04
0.07, 0.04
0.07, 0.04

User
sign
time
1.33
1.29
1.31
1.23
1.75
1.39

Request Decrypt
send time time
115.36
124.30
110.77
136.25
127.79
128.77

3.20
6.04
16.63
59.41
238.90
1814.79

Table 5 | The execution time of each component in gateway server for
retrieving process
Data size
128 KB
512 KB
2 MB
8 MB
32 MB
128 MB

User sign
verify time

Save log on
blockchain
time

Re-encrypt
time

Data
download
time

0.11
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.12

3304.62
3288.55
3308.91
3398.48
3367.66
3372.62

30.59
31.50
34.28
58.75
79.70
80.65

38.02
78.27
152.31
214.84
469.33
1093.03

for a store operation is 5.0 s is observed from the architectural model.
Thus, the simulation predicted the average response time with the
relative error of 3.3% for a store operation. The average response
time for a retrieve operation produced by the prototype system is
5.11 s while the average response time for a retrieve operation that
is estimated by the architectural model is 5.3 s. The simulation predicts the average response time with the relative error of 3.7% for a
retrieve operation. Thus, the simulation predicted the response time
close to the result observed from the prototype system.

4.3. The Results of Simulating the
Architectural Model
To ensure the usability of our proposed blockchain-based PHR
system in practice, the architectural model evaluates the proposed
blockchain-based PHR system by simulating different arrival rates.
The different arrival rate can represent the different numbers of
population because multiplying the arrival rate with time may result
in the population. The arrival rate is estimated as shown below.
For instance, Kut Chap district which is a part of Udon Thani province in the north-east part of Thailand has seven subdistricts. Kut
Chap district can represent a regular district in Thailand. There are
94 villages under the seven subdistricts with a total population of
approximately 55,000 [50]. If we assume that everybody access the
proposed blockchain-based PHR system three times each day, there
will be 165,000 accesses per day for the whole district. Then, the
arrival rate will be
165,000 165,000 165,000
=
=
= 1.0 per second 
24 h
3600 * 24 86, 400

(1)

Again, if each person accesses the proposed blockchain-based
PHR system six times per day, the arrival rate will be twice and
the arrival rate will become 3.8 per second or 330,000 accesses per
day. If all people lived in Kut Chap district access the proposed
blockchain-based PHR system every 1-h each day, the arrival rate
will be 15.2 per second. By varying the arrival rate of the scenarios, large population is simulated and the performance of the proposed blockchain-based PHR system is evaluated. We focus on
the performance of the proposed blockchain-based PHR system
as the main aspect with respect to the expected number of users.
Thus, the usage profile is created with the workload which has been
approximated as an open workload with the properties as follow:
• The workload is memoryless. This means the previous states
of the workload are irrelevant to the current state.
• The various arrival rate is used to test for various the number of
users.
• The file size of PHR data range between 128 KB and 128 MB.
• The emergency response time 8 min [51] is used as acceptable
response time to support a pre-hospital care [52].
In simulating the architectural model, three arrival rates including
1.9, 3.8 and 15.2 are used. The result of overall usage for various
arrival rates is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative function diagram of the simulation and it can be seen that most of the operations response within
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8 min of the emergency requirements. The result of simulating
with the arrival rate of 15.2 per second shows that only 30% of the
response times are within the emergency time of 8 min, however,
using the PHR system every 1 h for all people in the district may
be very rare case.

Figure 9 | Testing the overall model with various arrival rates

4 min when arrival rate is 1.9. It means that the overall system can
serve around 165,000 operations per day with the service time
within 4 min. Thus, the system can support three accesses per day
for all people lived in Kut Chap district with the service time within
4 min. When the arrival rate is double (3.8), 50% of the operation
response within 8 min and all the response times are <20 min.
Thus, it can support 330,000 accesses per day for non-emergency
cases. When the arrival rate is increased to 15.2 per second, 30%
of the response times below 8 min. Thus, it can support 396,000
emergency cases per day even when the users access the proposed
blockchain-based PHR system every hour.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an architectural model is proposed with Palladio
workbench to evaluate the blockchain-based PHR system previously proposed in Thwin and Vasupongayya [4]. A prototype
system for our proposed blockchain-based PHR system is implemented to extract the key parameters for developing the architectural model. Then, the prototype system is experimented with the
synthetic PHR data consisting of various data sizes including 128,
512 KB, 2, 8, 32 and 128 MB. The resulted execution times fall into
two groups. In the first group, each execution time varies according to the PHR data size and the execution times. In the second
group the execution time remains nearly the same. Thus, the execution times of the first group are modeled with a PDF while the
execution times of the second group are modeled with their original values as a constant. To mimic the reality, the proposed architectural model is simulated with various arrival rates including 1.9,
3.8 and 15.2 per second respectively. These arrival rates can represent the large numbers of accesses including 165,000, 330,000 and
1,320,000 accesses each day. Kut Chap district has around 55,000
people and it can be a representative for a regular community in
Thailand. If everybody accesses the proposed blockchain-based
PHR system three times per day, the arrival rate is approximately
1.9 per second. The architectural model estimates that the proposed PHR systems can response within 4 min for the 165,000
accesses in each day. However, the result of simulating with the
arrival rate of 3.8 per second shows that the response times for all
operations is <20 min and 50% of those responses are within the

There are some limitations in this work. The hyperledger blockchain is executed with a dummy consensus. The network between
each machine is modelled with no significant network delays.
The population is assumed to be equally distributed. However,
the proposed architectural models also provide a basis for future
research into optimal system configuration such as non-functional properties. The future research plan includes further evaluating a distributed version of the proposed blockchain-based PHR
system and also designing the tuning parameters for the proposed
blockchain-based PHR system to adjust to the increasing in the
population size and accessing patterns.
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